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By this Public Notice, the FCC’s Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) announces that
RED Technologies (RED) is now the white space database administrator for the database previously
administered by Nominet UK (Nominet). This change was precipitated by a transfer of ownership and
control of the white space database from Nominet to RED. This transfer of control will not affect the way
existing or future white space equipment connects to the white space database. In addition, there will be
no change to the public’s interaction with the database for querying the database or registering protected
entity locations.
Part 15 of the Commission’s rules permits unlicensed intentional radiators to operate on available
channels in the broadcast television bands, the 600 MHz service band, the 600 MHz duplex gap, and in
channel 37.1 The unused spectrum in these bands is commonly referred to as “white spaces.” Unlicensed
devices operating in the white spaces provide broadband data and other services for consumers and
businesses. To prevent interference to protected users, white space devices must include a geo-location
capability and the ability to access a database,2 which provides a list of available frequencies at the
device’s location.3 The white space database also registers protected facilities’ locations.4
The Commission can designate one or more entities to administer a white space database under
Part 15 of the Commission’s rules.5 On November 16, 2017, Nominet filed a proposal with OET to
administer a white space database.6 After seeking comment on Nominet’s proposal,7 the Commission
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issued an order designating Nominet as a white space database administrator, subject to certain
conditions.8
On June 4, 2020, representatives from Nominet and RED informed the Commission of their plans
to transfer ownership and control of Nominet’s white space database.9 Nominet and RED state that this
transfer of ownership and control will not result in interruption to the white space database service or
material changes to ongoing database operations.10 Additionally, RED has committed to fulfilling all of
the representations made by Nominet in its application to serve as a white space database administrator
and the responsibilities of a white space database administrator.11 The Commission’s rules allow an
administrator to transfer its database, along with the IP addresses and URLs used to access the database
and a list of registered fixed white space devices, to another designated entity at the end of its term, and to
charge a reasonable price for such conveyance.12 We determine that these same provisions should apply
to a database transfer mid-term, and that the representations from Nominet and RED indicate these
provisions have been satisfied.
RED has substantial experience operating spectrum access systems, including Licensed Shared
Access systems in major European markets.13 We are therefore confident that RED will fulfill the
conditions previously agreed to by Nominet and successfully administer a television white space database
going forward. Accordingly, we designate RED as a television white space database administrator,
subject to the same conditions originally imposed on Nominet.
The WaveDB channel search and protected entity registration utilities offered by Nominet
continue to be available at: https://usa.wavedb.com/. The registration files continue to be available for
download at: https://csv.wavedb.com/.
For technical or operational support with the white space database, users should use the following
contact information:
E-Mail: wavedb-support@redtechnologies.fr
Mail: RED Technologies, 130 Rue de Lourmel, 75015 Paris, France
Finally, white space devices approved for use with a specific white space database may operate
using the RED database or any other Commission-approved white space database. The database
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specification on the equipment grant is done for equipment approval testing only and white space device
users may choose to use any approved white space database so long as the device can communicate with
it successfully.
For additional information, please contact Mr. Hugh L. VanTuyl, Office of Engineering and
Technology, Hugh.VanTuyl@fcc.gov, (202) 418-7506.
By the Acting Chief, Office of Engineering and Technology
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